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Dianna Sanchez is the not-so-secret identity of Jenise Aminoff, also known to her 

children as the Queen of Sarcasm. Her middle-grade fantasy novel, A Witch's Kitchen, 

debuted September 2016. A Latina geek originally from New Mexico, she now lives in 

the Boston area with her husband and two daughters. www.diannasanchez.com 

Elizabeth Crowens won First Prize in the Goethe Awards for Turn-of-the-Century 

Historical Fiction for Silent Meridian. Also a finalist for the Cygnus, Paranormal, 

Ozma/Fantasy and Eric Hoffer Awards, she currently writes a column, The Poison 

Apple, for BlackGate.com.  

LJ Cohen is a novelist, poet, blogger, ceramics artist, and relentless optimist. After 

twenty-five years as a physical therapist, LJ now uses her clinical skills to injure 

characters in her Science Fiction and Fantasy novels. Her 7th novel, Parallax, was 

published in June. www.ljcohen.net 

Morven Westfield writes supernatural fiction and non-fiction. Her fiction is 

influenced by The Twilight Zone and memories of Dark Shadows. Like many writers, 

she keeps a messy office, drinks way too much coffee, and watches too many cat 

videos. www.morvenwestfield.com 

Author/journalist Randee Dawn has published dark, speculative fiction in Well-Told 

Tales and Fantasia Divinity. She is the co-author of The Law & Order: SVU Unofficial 

Companion; her short story collection's for sale in the dealer's room, Home for the 

Holidays. RandeeDawn.com 

Tracy Townsend is the author of The Nine (Pyr, November 2017), her fantasy 

debut set in a world where theology is a science, three sentient species live in an 

uneasy truce, and the fate of humanity rests on the shoulders of nine unsuspecting 

individuals. www.tracytownsend.net 

Trisha Wooldridge, former president of Broad Universe, writes short stories and 

weird poetry for anthologies and magazines that occasionally win awards. She’s also 

edited two anthologies and over fifty novels. As child-friendly T.J. Wooldridge, she’s 

published three scary children’s novels. www.anovelfriend.com 
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